
Всероссийская  олимпиада  школьников по английскому языку.  
Муниципальный этап. 2017-2018 уч. год  

Задания для участника 7-8 класса 
Время  выполнения– 2 часа 40 минут.  Максимальное количество баллов – 72 балла 

LISTENING - 8 балов (1 балл за правильный ответ), 10 минут 
 

TASK 1.  

You will hear the guide to Paris. For questions 1-8 decide if the statements are 
TRUE or FALSE. You will hear the recording twice. Remember to transfer 
your answers to the answer sheet. 
 
1. The terraced cafes are an important part of the flavour of Paris. 
2. Paris does not have as much style as you would expect. 
3. It’s a wonderfully romantic city to spend time in. 
4. Paris is not at all like you would expect from the clichés you hear. 
5. It’s not worth visiting the classic sights like the Eiffel Tower because there are too 

many tourists. 
6. The real beauty of Paris is often hidden from the view of the tourist. 
7. It’s a good idea to hire a veil bike and cycle round the streets of Paris, like a 

Parisian would. 
8. There is a lot to do in Paris, but you shouldn’t try to do too much. Take your time 

to enjoy the city.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TRANSFER YOUR ANSWERS TO THE ANSWER SHEET! 



 
READING - 21 балл (1 балл за правильный ответ), 40 минут 

 

TASK 1. 
 

Read the text.  For questions 1-15 decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits 
each space. Remember to transfer your answers to the answer sheet. 

 

PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE 

A hundred years ago, most people travelled (1)__________ foot, by train, or on 
horseback.(2)________ had made it possible to travel rapidly over long distances. 
Bicycles were also becoming (3) __________, after the invention of the air-filled 
(4) __________, which made cycling a lot more comfortable.  Buses, trams and (5) 
__________ railways had already been invented, and cities all over the world 
already had traffic (6) __________. There were very few private cars, and city (7) 
__________ were still full of horses. What a difference a hundred years have (8) 
__________! (9) __________we have got (10) __________ to the problem of 
private cars, and some cities are so noisy and (11) __________ that in many places 
(12) __________ have been banned from the city centre. How will we be travelling 
in a hundred years’ time? Perhaps (13) __________ then there will be only 
personal helicopters. There may be no need to (14) __________ to work or school 
in the future, since everyone will have a computer at home. There might even be 
more people walking and horse-riding, for pleasure and (15) __________.  

 

1) A by                 B on                    C with                         D to 

2) A tracks           B Lines                C ways                       D railways 

3) A popular        B invented            C then                       D handlebars 

4) A boot             B brake                 C tyre                        D engine  

5) A metro           B buried               C underground          D submerged 

6) A blocks          B sticks                C knots                     D jams 

7) A streets          B pavements        C lawns                     D carts 

8) A taken            B done                 C made                     D got 

9) A Presently      B Nowadays        C Then                     D Later 



10) A more            B them                C motorists         D used 

11) A even             B polluted           C so                    D poisoned 

12) A vehicles        B traffic               C transport        D trips 

13) A cars               B by                    C even               D transport 

14) A have             B transport          C decide             D commute 

15) A exercise        B keep fit            C energy            D healthy 

 

TASK  2.  

Read the announcement that you saw in your school Ecological Club.  For 
questions 16-21 choose the correct answer (True, False or Not Given). 
Remember to transfer your answers to the answer sheet. 
 

RECYCLING 

Recycling tips and hints 

 Use separate bins or bags for waste and recyclables in the kitchen – it 
makes recycling easy. 

 Remember to recycle items from other rooms in your house. Try 
placing a separate bin in the bathroom, laundry or study. 

 Your normal household waste is collected every week and should go 
in the bin with the black lid. Place all recyclable items in your bin 
with a yellow lid. This will be emptied every two weeks. Make sure 
you do not include plastic shopping bags in with recyclables. 

 You can find out your collection day by contacting the council on 
3403 8888. You can also get a free reusable bag and use it to collect 
recyclables around the house or take it shopping and cut down on 
plastic bags.  

 You do not need to remove staples or the plastic window from 
envelopes, as this is done in the recycling process. 



 Tree trimmings, grass clippings and flowers are not recyclable, even 
though paper is made from woodchip. These items should either be 
turned into compost or placed in your general waste bin. 

Why recycle? 

For every tonne of waste paper that gets recycled, 13 trees are saved. 
One job is created for every 500 tonnes of paper collected for recycling. 
Every year in Australia, we use about 3.5 million tonnes of paper and 
cardboard – enough to fill 160,000 semi-trailers. Paper can be recycled 
six times before it needs new fibres added.  

 

Want to know more about recycling? 

Visit our website or call 3467 9809 to talk to our experts at the 
recycling centre. 

 

Write  

TRUE                                     if the statement agrees with the information 

FALSE                                  if the statement contradicts the information 

NOT GIVEN                         if there is no information on this 

16. Envelopes with a plastic window are unsuitable for your recycling bin. 
 

17. Staples often damage the recycling machinery. 

18. Garden waste should be thrown away with food waste. 

19. Recycling can help to reduce unemployment. 

20. Paper that has already been recycled is unsuitable for recycling. 

21. The fibres that are added to recycled paper are environmentally friendly. 

 

 

 

 



USE OF ENGLISH - 28 баллов, 50 минут 
 
TASK 1. 

For questions 1-5, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar 
meaning to the first, using the word given. Do not change the word given. 
You must use between three and six words including the word given. Here 
is an example (0).  Remember to transfer your answers to the answer 
sheet. 

 

Example 

0 We should leave about six, otherwise we might not get there in time for dinner. 

set 

If..........    ……….    ……….     …………      …………. six, we might not get 
there in time for dinner. 

Answer: 0         don’t set off about 

1. “Ok, Mom, I’ll do my homework, I promise”, said Laura 
that 
Laura ……….     ……….     ……….     ……….   do her homework. 
 

2. The person who told me about a new teacher was Keith. 
who 
It ………..       ………..      …………   told me about a new teacher.  
 

3. School uniform wasn’t compulsory at my previous school. 
wear  
We ……..     ………       ………..      ………..    ……… school uniform at 
my previous school. 
 

4. I think you should take up jogging. 
were  
If I ………..      ………….       ………..       ………..   take up jogging.  
 

5. Everyone knows that taking exercise is good for your health.  
known 



Taking exercise ………..      …………       ………..      ………..  good for 
your health.  
 

TASK  2. 

For questions 6-15, choose the adjective from the box below which best 
describes how the speaker is feeling each case. Remember to transfer your 
answers to the answer sheet. 

Example: I just don’t know what to think. One moment everything seems fine, 
the next all at sixes and sevens again.         

Answer: confused. 

 

    boiling     confused     contented  excited    freezing   furious    
         grateful       inspired       nervous       starving        worn out   
 
6.  Thank you so much. I could never have managed without your help! 

7.   I wish I hadn’t got to go to the dentist tomorrow. I hate having teeth filled. 

8. Look at that wonderful rainbow! I must write a poem. 

9. I’m so hungry I could eat a horse. 

10.  It’s very hot in the sun. Let’s go into the shade. 

11.  He should never have behaved like that towards you. It’s disgraceful! 

12.  I’m desperately tired after digging the garden all day. 

13.  It should be a brilliant party. I’m really looking forward to it! 

14.  I love my little flat. I never want to live anywhere else now. 

15.  It’s terribly cold in here. I need a thick jumper – or two! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TASK 3. 

For questions 16-23, match the sentences (16-23) to the answers (A-H).  
Remember to transfer your answers to the answer sheet. 

 

                                           A                                       B 
16.  Could I use your phone for a 
moment? 
17.  What film would you like to see 
tonight? 
18.   What if I forget everything in the 
exam? What if my pen runs out? 
19.   Why did you tell everyone that I’m 
in love with Mike? It’s not true!   
20.    I’m really sorry, but I can’t go out 
to the cinema with you this week. 
 
21.    Oh, no! The photocopier’s 
jammed again! 
22.   Bye! I’m off now! 
23. Can we meet next Thursday? 

A. Let me see. Yes, I can make the 
morning. 
B. Has it? Let me have a look. I’ll try 
and fix it. 
C. Hang on a sec. Where are you 
going? 
D. For goodness’ sake stop worrying! 
You’ll be fine. Just don’t panic! 
E. I don’t mind. Whatever you want 
F. By all means. Help yourself. 
G. Never mind. Let’s try again next 
week. 
H. Hey! I was kidding. It was a joke. 
 

 

TASK 4. 

For questions 24-28 write the correct words. The jumbled words are five 
activities that are common on a beach or in the sea. Remember to transfer 
your answers to the answer sheet. 

 

24. 
NIMGWISM 

25. 
VINIGD 

26. 
FINDURWNISG 

27. 
BUNGINSAHT 

28. 
BOVALLYELL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WRITING -15 баллов, 60 минут 
 

WRITING 

You see this announcement on the website of the school newspaper of the 
school where you study. 
 
 

 
Stories Wanted! 

Write the story which has the title ‘Actions speak louder than words’! 
There must be 2 or 3 characters in your story! 
There must be directed speech in your story!  

There must be the following words in your story (you can change the form of 
the words: boast, out of the blue, give up, disappoint! 

The student who will write the best story will get a prize! 
 
 

 
Write your story in 180-200 words in an appropriate style.  

 

 


